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This paper investigates some effects of fading channels on the turbo encoder-decode performances, evaluated in 
terms of Bit-Error Rate BER. Extended Monte Carlo simulations have been developed to determine the effect of 
Rayleigh / Rice fading, with /without Doppler shift over the performances of a turbo encoder decoder system that uses 
either helical or random interleaver and either MAP or SOVA decoding algorithms. The results and some interesting 
conclusions are presented in chapter 4.    
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 In the last five decades many structures have been developed in order to achieve 
better performances. The structure proposed by Berroux and Glavieux in 1993 [1] 
exploits the concatenation of the convolutional codes with the interleaving principle 
in order to obtain a BER as close as possible to the Shannon limit, while the 
transmission channel is affected by AWGN only.    
 However, in mobile communication systems, the channel is distorted by fading 
and multipath propagation and the BER is affected in concordance. This paper aims 
to investigate the fading effect on the turbo-encoded data. The system model is 
presented in figure 1.  
 This paper investigates the turbo encoder-decoder performances evaluated in 
terms of Bit-Error Rate BER, in the presence of flat non-frequency-selective 
Rayleigh / Rice fading with and without Doppler shift.  
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Fig. 1. A communication system model 

 

2. THE ENCODER STRUCTURE. THE INTERLEAVER   
 

The Turbo Encoder structure consists of two recursive Systematic Codes (RSC) 
that operates on the same input bits. For the second encoder the input bits order is 
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changed by placing an interleaver in front of it; this way the overall code is better 
protected against burst errors that often appear in mobile communication systems. 
The encoder structure is shown in figure 2, where RSC1 and RSC2 are two 
recursive systematic codes with the same structure and with the generator 
polynomial of degree 2. The puncturing and multiplexing block ensures the 
transmission of all the systematic bits from the first encoder and half of the parity 
bits from each encoder alternately.  
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Fig.2. Encoder architecture 

 Two types of interleaver have been taken into consideration. The “helical” 
interleaver is a block type one, based on a matrix structure in which the data is 
written in row-wise and read out diagonal-wise. This structure prevents consecutive 
input bits to have consecutive positions in the output sequence. The “random” 
interleaver introduces an N bits input block of data into a memory and reads it out 
randomly, in accordance to the following N step algorithm:  

Step 1: choose index i1 from the set A ∈{1,2, ... ,N}, in accordance to a uniform 

probability function ( )
N

ip 1
1 = ; the corresponding output index is π(1); 

…  
Step k: choose index ik from the set { }121 ...,,, −≠∈= kk iiiiAiA , in accordance 

to a uniform probability function ( )
1

1
−−

=
kN

ip k ; the output index is π(k); 

2. THE CHANNEL MODEL  
 In a wireless mobile communication system, a signal can travel from 
transmitter to a receiver over multiple reflective paths, phenomenon which causes 
fluctuations in the received signal’s amplitude, phase and angle of arrival, giving rise 
to the multipath fading. It has been taken in consideration the small-scale fading 
which refers to the dramatic changes in signal amplitude and phase as a result of a 
spatial positioning between a receiver and a transmitter. Small-scale fading is called 
Rayleigh fading if there are multiple reflective paths that are large in number and 
there is no line-of-sight component. When a dominant nonfading signal component is 
present, the small-scale fading envelope is described by a Rician pdf. In other words 
small scale fading statistics are said to be Rayleigh whenever the line-of-sight is 
blocked and Rician otherwise. The Rician distribution is often described in terms of a 
parameter K defined as the ratio of the power in the nonfading signal component to 
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the power in multipath signal. The Rician probability density function approaches 
Rayleigh pdf: 
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where  is the nonfading signal component and 0w 2σ  is the prediction mean power of 
the multipath signal. [7] 
 

3. THE DECODER STRUCTURE.  
 

 The iterative decoder structure consists of two component decoders, serially 
concatenated via an interleaver, identical to the one used in the encoder, as shown in 
figure 2. The first decoder uses the received information bits r0 and the parity bits 
generated by the first encoder r1 in order to produce a soft output, which is 
interleaved and used to improve the estimate of the apriori probabilities for the 
second decoder. The other two inputs of the second decoder are the interleaved 
information sequence 0

~r  and the received parity sequence produced by the second 
encoder. This decoder produces a soft output also, that is de-interleaved and used by 
the first decoder to improve its apriori probabilities. This iterative feedback operation 
increases the performances of the overall structure, especially in the first decoding 
steps. After a number of iterations the soft outputs from the decoders will no longer 
affect significantly the performances, and, therefore, a hard decision is applied at the 
end in order to obtain the decoded data sequence. The log-likelihood ratio, used in 
making the decisions, can be determined using either MAP or SOVA algorithms [8]  
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Fig.3. Iterative Decoder Architecture  

 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.  

 In order to analyze the performances obtained by different turbo-codes 
structures, an interactive Matlab program has been developed. User data is randomly 
generated and encoded using two component RSC codes. The encoded data is 
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transmitted through an AWGN channel (the signal –to-noise ratio at channel level is 
also defined by the user), affected by Rice / Rayleigh fading and with/without 
Doppler shift and demodulated at receiver level using either MAP or SOVA 
algorithms. The user can also define the number of iterations for each frame and the 
number of frame errors the decoder terminates. The receiver counts and displays the 
bit error rate and the frame error rate at each decoding algorithm iteration. The 
simulation parameters are:  

• frame size: 200 bits 
•  number of iterations: 5 
•  no puncturing 
•  code rate: ½  
•  both RSCs use generator polynomial of degree 2 
• Doppler shift: 10Hz 
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Fig.4. BER performances on Rice fading channel using MAP and SOVA decoding algorithms and 

helical interleaver 
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Fig.5. BER performances on Rayleigh fading channel using MAP and SOVA decoding 
algorithms and helical interleaver 
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Fig.6. BER performances on Rice fading channel using MAP and SOVA decoding algorithms and 
random interleaver 
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Fig.7. BER performances on Rayleigh fading channel using MAP and SOVA decoding 
algorithms and random interleaver 

 
 

From these results some interesting conclusions may be enumerated: 
 
• when flat, nonfrequency-selectiv fading is present, the BER performances 

degrades with respect to the non-fading case; the degradation is more severe 
in the Rayleigh fading case then in the Rician one;  

• in the presence of Rician fading, we obtain good results with the helical 
interleaver with both MAP and SOVA algorithms; as expected the MAP 
algorithm has slightly higher BER results then SOVA (2 – 4 dB), but this is 
compensated by the simpler implementation of the decoder; The BER 
decreases slowly as the k factor increases, but the degradation is not very 
dramatic; 

• in the presence of Rayleigh fading, no Doppler, the SOVA algorithm achieves 
significantly better results then MAP (when BER remains at around 0.1, 
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decreasing very slowly with Eb/N0); we can conclude that MAP algorithm is 
inapplicable in Rayleigh fading environment; 

• in the case of the Doppler shift, superimposed on the Rayleigh/ Rice, both 
decoding algorithms have poor results; in this case other techniques have to be 
applied to encounter the fading effects (diversity / RAKE receivers);  

• the random interleaver leads to better performances for MAP algorithm in case 
of Rician fading especially for SNR between 2-4 dB; 

• similar behavior can be achieved for both MAP and SOVA with random 
interleaver at small SNRs in presence or absence of  fading on the channel; 

• in absence of Doppler shift for Rayleigh fading, SOVA is less sensitive to its 
effect for random interleaver; still in presence of Doppler shift the effect of 
Rician fading increases as k decreases; 

• MAP algorithm is not reliable in presence of Rayleigh fading due to its poor 
results; 

• random interleaver provides better results, for all studied cases, than the 
helical one; moreover, the same tendency, corresponding to both decoding 
algorithms used, is noticed for Rayleigh fading channel for both interleavers; 

• turbocodes are not very efficient in case of Doppler shift for all values of 
SNR studied.  
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